Citalid
Cutting-edge Cyber Risk Management Platform

Turning cybersecurity into business value

Why reconsidering risk
governance matters?
When it comes to securing perimeters,
CISOs are facing a myriad of challenges:
Coping with budgetary concerns and doing more with
fewer tools
Being due to make security investments arbitrages at a
reasonable and predictable cost
Leveraging existing teams and already deployed
internal projects
Having a fine grasp and full spectrum of critical
priorities
Managing different activities and business lines adding
up (M&A, reorganization, …)

Nevertheless, to respond to those
challenges, CISOs are dealing with:
Info Sec, Threat Intel, regulatory compliance (GRC),
audit committees & risk management teams
commonly ruled as distinct mandates
Different security standards, best-practices and security
policies according to each and every perimeter
Security vendors addressing a specific IT component
or security focus

As a result, current solutions are failing at:
Monitoring multiple parameters altogether at one
place
Standardizing risk assessment
Making risk management actionable to prioritize
defense measures

Citalid reshapes cyber risk
management approach based on:
Connecting your security departments, cyber
intel and businesses to get the most of them
Understanding the cyber and operationnal risk
of each and every one of your business lines
Liaising with contextual and business environment
impacting your business lines
Interpreting relevant threats related to
your business lines
Taking the success rate and financial impact
of threats into consideration

You may monitor cyber risks
Citalid helps you do it better
Make cyber risk management actionable
once and for all
Bridge the gap between cyber risk monitoring
and risk management
Align cyber risk with business objectives
Improve and monitor your exposure posture
with foresought cyber risk oversight

Key Benefits:
Thorough and accurate security
assessment

Citalid introduces the first advanced
risk management platform that
empowers CISOs and Risk Managers
to perform enlightened cyber
investments while enriching and
disseminating structured and
actionable intelligence across
security-related depart ments

www.citalid.com

www.twitter.com/citalid

Quantified risk exposure to
prioritize investments

Emphasized security measures to
undertake

Streamlined risk monitoring and
reporting

www.linkedin.com/company/citalid

How does it work?
Reshaped risk management methodology
Assessment
Normalized
defensive maturity
appraisal
Fine-grained
operational risks
identification

Simulation

Visualization

Monitoring

Risk scenario
configuration

Risk mapping &
comparative analysis

Risk ranking

Geopolitics, Business
& Cyber Threat Intel
data entry

Quantification of
financial risk exposure

Prioritized measures
to be undertaken

Risk computation
(frequency & cost)

Contextualization of
business-impacting
threats

Key capabilities:
Thorough security assessment

Prioritize security measures

Ascertaining the defensive level of maturity
of your business lines
Genuine identification and dynamic
simulation of operational risks and
related threats

Ranking the attention points and prioritizing
defensive measures to undertake
Proactively defeat business-impacting
threats and upcoming attack vectors

Risk exposure quantification

Streamlined risk management governance

Automated computation of the financial
exposure your business lines are facing

Full spectrum and centralized dashboard
of perimeters

Simulating your defensive investments
to reach a predictable and optimized cost

Standardized risk management and Information
Systems Security Policy among perimeters

Decision-making tool to argue, contextualize
and anticipate cyber investment programs

Security-related and compliance departments
alignment

How do we make that happen ?

Risk assessment
State-of-the art defensive
evaluation
CIS20 evaluation
proprietary
library of
operational risks

www.citalid.com

Context capture
Unique multi-source
intelligence database

Threat understanding
Unprecedented
interpretative framework
of threats based on NLP

Geopolitical
business
environment
technical

www.twitter.com/citalid

Modus Operandi
attackers’ points of
interest
frequency rate

Cross-intelligence
Combining and
cross-breeding
insights
internal risk intel
compliance &
regulatory
external environment

www.linkedin.com/company/citalid

Quantified profiles, enriched related context and recommended courses of action are
strikingly offered through powerful analytics, advanced dashboards and displayed charts
Cyber risk cartography
CIS 20 defensive level assessment
Pre-built library of operational risk scenarios applied
Risk exposure and degree of vulnerability per scenario
Aggregated view of most impacting threats aiming at your perimeter
Simulation of recommended defense profile to reach
Top-down view and simulation of suggested defensive measures

Threats knowledge hub
Updated threats’ characteristics and description
Cyber kill chains breakdown
Cyber defense chain computations
Checklist appropriate countermeasures (threats & scenario)
Shortlist of targeted locations areas, sectors of interest
Review and historic database of past successful attacks

Risk exposure quantification
Quantified value at risk and loss event magnitude
Query and simulate “what if” defensive simulations to your
organization
Advanced risk aggregation, automatic course of action and
investment recommendations
Holistic and comparative oversight across activities and assets

Citalid background & expertise

Maxime Cartan
CEO

Alexandre Dieulangard
COO

Citalid’s founders are renowned experts in risk assessment and threat
intelligence. Before founding Citalid, they worked at the ANSSI
(French National Agency for Cyber Security), reporting to the highest
government authorities to inquire and undermine advanced threats.
Built on this top notch and distinctive experience, Citalid’s founders
have pledged to upgrade the standards of risk management security
and go one step further by redefining risk management and making it
actionable once and for all.

Acknowledged & endorsed by strategic partners
Investors

Research partners

Cyber awards

OPEN FAIR
CERTIFIED

Assises de Monaco
Prix innovation & public

FIC 2020
Prix Spécial du Jury

Center for Internet Security Open Group
CIS20
FAIR Certified

Ecole Polytechnique
PSC 2018

Citalid has raised €1,2 million seed round
June 2019

Strategic partners speak highly of us
« Citalid's sectoral and geographical approach makes it possible for the first time to connect Cyber
Threat Intelligence to risk analysis. The synergy of the Citalid tool with ordinary methodologies and
the flexibility of simulations help to guide and supervise defensive measures, and arbitrate budgets
in line with the Business Units' financial exposure to cyber risks. »
Gilles Berthelot , CISO SNCF Group
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